Quantum computation and quantum computational logics give rise to some non-standard 12 probability spaces that are interesting from a formal point of view. In this framework, events 13 represent quantum pieces of information (qubits, quregisters, mixtures of quregisters), while 14 operations on events are identified with quantum logic gates (which correspond to dynamic 15 reversible quantum processes). We investigate the notion of Shi-Aharonov quantum 16 computational algebra. This structure plays the role for quantum computation that is played 17 by σ-complete Boolean algebras in classical probability theory. 18
Introduction

19
The strong parallelism that represents the characteristic feature of quantum computation 20 (QC) is essentially based on a probabilistic behaviour. Intuitively, a quantum computation 21 can be regarded as a tree consisting of branches that represent possible computational 22 paths, each associated with a well-determined probability value. A quantum measurement 23 performed at the end of the process determines the 'real' computational result. Some 24 general questions that are currently discussed in this connection are: 25 (i) What kind of probability is quantum computational probability? 
Probabilistic quantum information
33
The basic concept in QC is the notion of a qubit. Intuitively, a qubit can be regarded as a 34 unit of probabilistic quantum information: a 'quantum perhaps' that assigns a probability 35 value to the two classical answers YES and NO (corresponding to the two classical bits of the Hilbert space C 2 . 41 We may also regard the basis elements |0⟩ and |1⟩ as the two classical truth values 42 false and true 'wedged' by the complex numbers c 0 and c 1 . Accordingly, a qubit is a 43 probabilistic superposition of the two classical truth values, where Falsity has probability 44 |c 0 | 2 and Truth has probability |c 1 | 2 . If the qubit represents the quantum counterpart of 45 the classical bit (describing the pure state of a single particle), the quantum homologue 46 of the classical register (corresponding to a system of n particles), is the n-quregister, a 47 unit vector of the n-fold tensor product of the space C 2 :
48 49 n C 2 := C 2 ⊗ . . . ⊗ C 2 n−times where 1 C 2 := C 2 . We will use x, y, . . . as variables ranging over the set {0, 1}, and 50 |x⟩, |y⟩, . . . to range over the basis B (1) . Any factorised unit vector |x 1 ⟩ ⊗ · · · ⊗ |x n ⟩ of the 51 space n C 2 will represent in this framework a classical register, that is, a sequence of n 52 bits. We will also abbreviate |x 1 ⟩ ⊗ · · · ⊗ |x n ⟩ to |x 1 , . . . , x n ⟩. The set 53
of all n-registers is an orthonormal basis for the space n C 2 , which is also called the 54 computational basis for the n-quregisters.
55
Quregisters are pure states, and thus maximal pieces of information, that cannot be 56 consistently extended to richer knowledge. In quantum computation, we must also refer 57 to non-maximal pieces of information; these correspond to mixtures of quregisters, which 58 are also called qumixes, and which are mathematically represented by density operators.
59
Definition 2.2 (qumix). A qumix is a density operator of a Hilbert space n C 2 .
We will write D n C 2 to denote the set of all qumixes of n C 2 , and
to denote the set of all possible qumixes. It can be seen that quregisters are special cases 62 of qumixes.
63
As in the qubit case, we can define a probability function p assigning a probability value 64 p(ρ) to any qumix ρ. Intuitively, p(ρ) is the probability that the quantum information 65 stored by ρ corresponds to true information. To define the function p, we will first identify 66 in any space n C 2 two special projections P (n) 0
and P false registers.
79
(ii) The Truth of the space n C 2 is the projection P 
81
By applying the Born rule, the probability function p can be defined as follows.
82
Definition 2.4 (probability p of a qumix).
where tr is the trace functional.
84
Clearly, p(ρ) represents the probability of the truth property for state ρ. We will see how 85 the function p induces a preorder relation on the set D of all qumixes. 3. Quantum logic gates as probabilistic processes
87
Since the probabilistic function p is defined for any qumix, the set D of all possible 88 qumixes can also be regarded as the set of all possible quantum computational events.
89
What about the algebraic structure of this set? Unlike classical probability theory, the Although the superficial form of a quantum epistemic tree is that of a linear process, the 112 deep structure is essentially parallel since any qubit |ψ⟩ generally gives rise to a branching. due to the number of extra ancilla bits needed to make the circuit reversible.
127
In the irreversible formulation of the gate system, the single gate NAND, or the set 128 consisting of the two gates AND and NOT represent a universal set of gates. In the AND(|ψ⟩, |ϕ⟩) := T (n,m,1) (|ψ⟩ ⊗ |ϕ⟩ ⊗ |0⟩).
-For any |ψ⟩ ∈ n C 2 and for any |ϕ⟩ ∈ m C 2 , 159 NAND(|ψ⟩, |ϕ⟩) := T (n,m,1) (|ψ⟩ ⊗ |ϕ⟩ ⊗ |1⟩).
-For any |ψ⟩ ∈ n C 2 , 160 NOT(|ψ⟩) := T (1,1,n) (|1⟩, |1⟩, |ψ⟩). 
For classical bits, we immediately get the standard negation truth table: 168
The Toffoli gate represents a classical reversible gate: whenever the input is a classical 169 register, the output will also be a classical register. In other words, the gate cannot (|x 1 , . . . , x n ⟩) = |x 1 , . . . ,
The basic property of
For classical bits, we immediately get 
While negation has a standard probabilistic behaviour, somewhat surprisingly, the 
As a consequence of Theorems 3.2 and 3.1, the probability value 
Probabilistic quantum computational structures
203
We can now introduce the notion of a Shi-Aharonov quantum computational algebra, 
0 , P
1 ,
where:
211
-D is the set of all qumixes.
212
-T is a ternary operation defined for any ρ ∈ D( n C 2 ), any σ ∈ D( m C 2 ) and any
-N is a unary operation defined for any ρ ∈ D( n C 2 ) by 215
-√ I is a unary operation defined for any ρ ∈ D( n C 2 ) by
(ρ).
-P
0 , P The set D of all qumixes can be preordered by the relation ≼ defined as follows. We can now consider a quotient structure based on the quotient set [D] ≡ .
227
Theorem 4.1. ≡ is a congruence relation with respect to T , N and √ I.
228
Thanks to Theorem 4.1, we can define the operations T , N and
expected way. Hence, we obtain the following quotient structure:
.
While SA is a reversible quantum computational structure, its quotient SA ≡ is clearly 231 irreversible. 
It is easy to see that
It is clear that the coordinate t 2 has no effect on p (τ) and p √ I(τ) . This suggests 242 a shift down by one dimension. Accordingly, we define the following set of complex 243 numbers:
It is easy to show that c 1 ) a 1 b 1 + c 1 (1 − a 1 b 1 ) , c 2 ) a 2 , a 1 ) .
We now consider the structure We will call C 1 the complex Shi-Aharonov quantum computational algebra. As happens in fuzzy logics, a non-idempotent conjunction seems to be compatible 266 with concrete situations that may be disturbed by a noise (where repetita iuvant! ).
267
Consequently, SA ≡ is not a lattice.
268
-Although P 
289
It is well known that human perception, like thinking, seems to be essentially synthetic.
290
We never perceive an object by scanning it point by point. Instead, we immediately 291 form a Gestalt, that is, a global idea of it. Rational activity also seems to be essentially 292 based on gestaltic patterns. Now, Gestalt thinking cannot be adequately represented in 293 the framework of classical semantics, which is basically analytical and compositional : the 294 meaning of a compound expression is always determined by the meanings of its parts.
295
At the same time, meanings are non-ambiguous and sharp. Hol that assigns to any sentence α a qumix that represents the informational meaning compound physical system consisting of n particles. In fact, we need n particles to carry 331 the information that is expressed by our molecular sentence. On this basis, it is natural to 332 assume that the meaning of such a sentence lives in the n-fold tensor product of C 2 .
333
The holistic features of our semantics depend on the fact that any model 
The following situation is possible:
358
-The meaning Hol(γ) of the conjunction γ is a quregister, which represents a maximal 359 information (a pure state).
360
-The meanings of the parts (α, β) are quantum-entangled and cannot be represented 361 by two pure states (two quregisters). 362 We can say that the sharp meaning of the conjunction determines two ambiguous 
